
First Message

Follow-up Message

Effective Ideas for 

Lead Nurture Messages 

& Campaigns

Hey {firstname}, we recently published 

this article on <insert topic> and I 

thought you might be interested in it. 

Give it a read, I'd love to hear your 

thoughts! <insert article link>

Hey {firstname}, I stumbled upon your 

profile in <insert LinkedIn group name> 

and noticed we share the same love for 

<insert industry>. I’m always looking for 

innovative and creative ways to improve 

our industry. I feel like we have a lot in 

common, let’s connect!

Hi {firstname}, LinkedIn showed me 

your profile multiple times now, so I 

checked what you do. I really like your 

work and as we are both in <insert 

common industry> – I thought I’d reach 

out. It’s always great to be connected 

with like-minded individuals.

Hi {firstname}, our monthly newsletter 

on <insert topic> was just released. 

What are your thoughts on <insert 

topic> in the <insert industry>? It's a 

topic I've been looking into lately and 

would love to get to know your 

perspective on it.

I'm so curious to hear what you thought 

of the article I sent you last week, 


{firstname}. It's kind of a different take, 

hopefully, it was insightful!

What did you think of the article, by the 

way? Would love to get your insights.

I wonder what you thought of the 

article, {firstname}. My network


has been kind of polarized on it.Did you find the article interesting, 

{firstname}?

(Sharing value and insight)1. Sharing Content
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(Meeting / Demo Funnel)2. Business Development

Follow-up Message

Hey {firstname}, how are you? Last time 

we spoke you'd mentioned reaching 

back out in <insert # of months>. Are 

you open to a conversation?

Hey {firstname}, it’s been a while 

since I first reached out to you. 

Thought I’d touch base and see if you’d 

had any more time to think about 

<insert topic>?

First Message

Hey {firstname}, it’s been a while since 

I first reached out to you. Thought I’d 

touch base and see if you’d had any 

more time to think about <insert 

previous proposition>?

Hey {firstname}, I'm offering a 

complimentary 30-minute session on 

<insert topic>, along with insights on 

<insert topic>. There are still available 

times, so please let me know if you 

might be interested and we can get 

something on the calendar.

Hi {firstname}, I hope you've been well. 

I'd like to revisit our discussion on 

<insert topic> if you're available for a 

quick 10-15 minute conversation this 

week. Talk soon!

(T ime Sensitive)3. Funneling People to an Event
First Message

Hey {firstname}, I hope you’re doing 


well! I wanted to see if you’d be interested 

in <insert webinar/event name>. Would 

love to extend an invite if you are!

Hey {firstname}, just wanted to let you 

know that I will be having a webinar 

coming up and would love it if you could 

make it. Let me know!

Secret Tip: With CoPilot AI, campaign 

messages will automatically fill the first 

name of the prospect for you when you 

use "{firstname}" within your message.

psst!
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Follow-up Message

Hi {firstname}, following up on my last 

message. As a reminder, we are hosting 

an <event type> for <insert job title>. 

We are collaborating with <insert 

companies/attendees>. The event, this 

<insert date> will be 100% virtual since 

we can’t meet in person just yet. Let me 

know if you’d like me to send the 

agenda/attendee list and we can set up 

some time this week to connect and go 

over details!

Hey {firstname}! Hope your week is 

going well. Given any more thought to 

the webinar I was mentioning. Thought 

it might be an area of focus for you and 

your company right now.

{firstname}, just wanted to update you 

on the webinar. We've actually got lots 

of people signing up already! Any 

interest in attending?

Hey just wanted to reach out again 

about the webinar. It's right around the 

corner! Let me know if I should mark 

you down as attending, {firstname}!

Hey {firstname}! Hope your week is 

going well. Given any more thought to 

the webinar I was mentioning. Thought 

it might be an area of focus for you and 

your company right now.

Hi {firstname}, we are hosting an 

event for and thought you’d be 

interested! The event will be 100% 

virtual, since we can’t meet in person 

just yet. Let me know if you’d like me 

to send the agenda/attendee list and 

we can set up some time this week to 

connect and go over details!
Hope you're doing well, {firstname}. I 

thought you might be interested in an 

event I have coming up focusing on 

<insert industry/topic> on <insert date>. 

Please let me know if you are available.

Wondering if you'd be free this 


<insert date>, {firstname}. We've got a 

webinar planned on <insert theme/

topic>. I just thought it might be of 

interest to you since I know you work in 

the <insert industry> space.

3. Funneling People to an Event continued...

A B
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(General)4.Check-in

Follow-up Message

Hey {firstname}, I'm sure you've been 

super busy as of late. Let me know if it 

would make sense to catch up some 

time soon, though!

Hey {firstname}, just circling back here, 

and I was thinking maybe it would be 

good to set up a chat to catch up soon!

{firstname} I know you must be 


pretty busy. Let me know if I can do 

anything for you or anyone else in your 

network. I always just like to put that 

offer out there.

If I can do anything for you, your 

business, or anyone else in your 

network, just ping me. Maybe we can 

catch up at some point, too!

First Message

Hi {firstname}, it's been a while since 

we last spoke, thought I'd check-in and 

see how things were going.

Long time no speak, {firstname}! 


How's business?

Hey, hope you and your family got to 

enjoy <insert recent holiday>! How have 

you been doing?

Hey {firstname}, it’s been awhile since 

we last chatted. Thought I’d check-in 

and see how business is going for you?

It's been a long time since we've 

chatted, {firstname}! What's new with 

you and your business? 

New to CoPilot AI? Find out how 
we help generate and nurture 
hundreds of leads on LinkedIn

Click here to 

book a demo

Just letting you know 

that I haven’t forgotten 

about you yet!
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